DATAVARD
INSIGHTSTM
What is going on
in your SAP® system?

SIMULATE DATA GROWTH AND USER BEHAVIOR
HIGHLIGHTS

Datavard’s solution for IT
Operations Analytics (ITOA):
real-time user behavior, data
and system insights into action
Get the immediate benefits of:
–– Detailed insight into user
behavior and application
usage
–– Better planning and
disaster prevention through
simulation, prediction and
alerting
–– Take actions based on
deep-dive data and system
insights
–– Data management, system
usage and performance
trends visualizations
–– Learn Big Data in a familiar
environment

Your organization is growing and opening new locations, onboarding new
people, or planning changes to the infrastructure? Use Datavard InsightsTM
to simulate all possible scenarios. See how changes, like adding more users
for a critical application or data growth, can impact a system’s performance
and make informed decisions for increasing speed and capacity.
TURN INSIGHT INTO ACTION:
PREDICT TRENDS AND MAKE THE RIGHT DECISIONS

Accurate predictive analytics is key to successful business strategies and
investments. Manage your IT like a business and make sure your decisions
are based on a complete view of your data, how it´s used, s ystem capacity
and other details.
BE PROACTIVE: MANAGE THREATS BEFORE DISASTER STRIKES

Get into the driver’s seat and switch from disaster recovery to no more
disasters! You have enough of data in your system to predict and avoid
future downtimes. The key is continuous and comprehensive real-time
system analysis, benchmarking and knowing, when to react. Define your
most critical KPIs to alert you before it is too late. Know, what is going on in
your system, all the time, in real-time.
DATAVARD’S SOLUTION FOR ITOA:

–– Discover new ways of analyzing application usage and
system p
 erformance
–– Predict data and system growth
–– Verify the impact on systems performance
–– Understand and analyze user behavior
–– Reveal trends and patterns in your system and data
–– Take appropriate actions directly from the analysis
–– Pinpoint root causes of downtime
–– SDK for customization in addition to 300+ predefined KPIs for benchmarking and best practices alerting
–– Intuitive and easy-to-use FIORI Frontend
–– Developed on SAP® Cloud Platform

ABOUT DATAVARD

Datavard is an international provider of SAP solutions in the areas of analytics, data management and system
operation. Datavard was founded in 1998 and is one of the fastest-growing technology companies. It is based in
Heidelberg, Germany with subsidiaries across EMEA, USA and APJ.
www.datavard.com

